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Question 1
Question Type: Hotspot

A company has a Power Apps app and uses Microsoft Dataverse for data storage. The company plans to provide employees the ability

to create the following:

* Data loss prevention (DLP) policies that are at the environment level.

* Applications that allow employees to access only the activity records that they create.

You need to identify the security roles that the employees require.

Which security roles should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company plans to use Microsoft Power Pages. The company gathers business requirements.

You need to identify the functional requirements.

Which two requirements should you gather? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Options: 
A- A Power Pages site must be able to handle 100 concurrent external site visitors.

B- Users must be able to control the use of their personal data in Microsoft Dataverse.

C- Users must be able to log in to a Power Pages site by using single sign-on.



D- Azure Front Door and Power Pages must be used to improve caching capabilities.

E- Users must be able to submit a service request on a Power Pages site.

Answer: 
A, E

Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot

You are performing a fit gap requirements analysis.

You need to select Microsoft Power Platform components to satisfy the requirements.

Which components should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: OrderList

You are a Microsoft Power Platform architect.

You must identify and document your organization's business processes to identify opportunities for automaton.

You need to run task mining in process advisor.

In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them

in the correct order.



Answer: 
Prepare processes and recordings.Analyze processes.Visualize processes.Identify automation recommendations.Share processes.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are assessing the capabilities of a project few a customer in the education sector.

the solution must meet the following requirements

* include curriculum and student management capabilities.



* Conform to on-going Microsoft platform upgrades.

* Minimize custom coding and configuration

You need to recommend a solution. What should you recommend?

Options: 
A- Power Apps portal

B- Microsoft Power Platform admin center

C- Microsoft 365 admin center

D- AppSource

Answer: 
A

Question 6
Question Type: Hotspot



You are designing a solution to continually import data from several data sources into Microsoft Dataverse. The solution must meet the

following requirements:

* Include integrated error handling for records that fail to import successfully into Dataverse.

* Augment data with Al and machine learning models.

You need to select a component for each requirement

Which components should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: OrderList

You are a Microsoft Power Platform architect.

You need to design a process to transport configuration and test data from one environment to a separate environment



Which four actions should you recommend be performed in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions

to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

Answer: 
Downlaod the Configuratioin Migration tool from NuGet.Define the schema of the source data to be exported.Use the schema to export data.Import the ZIP file data.

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice



A company has a list of contacts in a Microsoft Excel file. The company wants to load the contact information into a Microsoft Power

Platform solution. You need to recommend a data-loading solution. What should you recommend?

Options: 
A- Add the contacts to a static worksheet

B- Use the Excel Template feature

C- Use the import from Excel feature.

Answer: 
B
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